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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT) devices are indispensable components of smart cities, smart homes, and
industrial control systems. Using a blockchain (BC)-based security framework in IoT security is ex-
tremely necessary and a current research trend. However, most current BC-based decentralized
security frameworks have not yet reached the optimal performance of miners in transactions veri-
fication and data consensus in the BC ledger. In this paper, we present a novel BC-based security
framework for ensuring the correctness and reliability of the data in the BC ledger and optimiz-
ing miners' performance over an IoT network. We propose the process of verifying transactions
and data consensus based on two assumptions about miners in a BC network: (1) all miners are
trusted nodes, and (2) some miners are untrusted nodes but less than one-third of the total num-
ber ofminers. The evaluation results show that themoreminers join the network, themore verified
transactions increase and the lower the average mining time for a new block for assumption 1. For
assumption 2, transactions only need to be verified once even if an untrusted miner is selected
to propose a new block at a mining round. The proposed framework is more effective than other
decentralized frameworks in the process of verifying transactions and data consensus.
Key words: IoT, Blockchain, security, framework

INTRODUCTION
A security framework is a set of functions, technolo-
gies, and protocols that provides a secure foundation
for the implementation of applications. Using a se-
curity framework improves the system’s optimization
and ensures the accuracy and reliability of the stored
data. A framework for an IoT network does not de-
pend on any types of IoT devices in the network and
can easily integrate new modules without changing
the IoT network architecture.
Currently, the security frameworks for IoT networks
can be divided into two main groups: centralized
frameworks and decentralized frameworks. In cen-
tralized frameworks, a central node is responsible for
storing data and providing services to the network,
and other nodes can send requests to this node. Some
typical solutions of this type are introduced in 1–3.
However, these solutions have three limitations as fol-
lows4,5: (1)Data security: all data stored in the central
system can be altered or removed by any people con-
trolling the system; (2) Availability: all nodes cannot
be able to access the services if the central system is
stopped operation due to overload, denial-of-service
or distributed denial-of-service attacks, or system er-
rors; (3) Management, configuration, and scalability:
when the number of IoT devices and resources in-
creases dramatically, the tasks of administration, con-
figuration, and scalability become more complex.

For decentralized frameworks, most solutions use BC
technology as themain component in the systems due
to its advantages such as anonymity, transparency, de-
centralization, and auditability 6–8. Moreover, an IoT
network is usually owned by an exclusive organiza-
tion. Hence, the private BC model is a more suitable
selection for improving security and reducing net-
work delay compared to the public BC model. How-
ever, the current consensus protocols used in these
frameworks are not yet optimized resources for min-
ers. Particularly, there are two assumptions about
miners in a private BC as follows: (1) all miners in
a private BC network are trusted nodes. However,
the speed verification for transactions remains un-
changed when adding some miners to the network,
and (2)The assumption that a BCnetwork exists some
untrusted miners but less than one-third of the total
number of miners, in case a malicious miner is se-
lected at a mining round, it absolutely can put some
invalid transactions in a new block and then broad-
casts that block to the network. Of course, this in-
valid block is dropped by other miners; however, the
valid transactions in this block have to be reverified in
a future mining round. Therefore, we proposed a BC-
based security framework for IoT networks, which
aims to guarantee the reliability of data in the BC
ledger and improve miners’ performance.
The objectives of the proposed framework are as fol-
lows:
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• For assumption 1: (1) Increase the number of
verified transactions when the number of min-
ers in the framework increases; (2) Reduce the
mining time when increasing the number of
miners in the framework; (3) Increase the num-
ber of verified transactions as the mining time
of a block increases while the number of miners
stays the same.

• For assumption 2: Transactions only need to be
verified once.

The proposed framework includes two phases: the
verification phase and the block making phase. We
also consider two assumptionswhen all BCminers are
trusted nodes and some miners are untrusted nodes.
Our contribution in this paper can be summarized as
follows: (1) We propose a novel security framework
based on BC for IoT networks; (2) We compare the
proposed framework with other decentralized frame-
works with the two assumptions discussed above; (3)
We evaluate our proposed framework in terms of the
mining speed and the number of transactions verified
within certain times.
Paper outline: Section II presents the related work of
BC-based security frameworks for IoT. The prelimi-
naries are given in Section III. The proposed security
framework is described in Section IV. The evaluation
is given in Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section VI.

RELATEDWORK
Currently, BC-based security frameworks for the IoT
provide three main features: access control, authenti-
cation and communication, and data security.
Concerning access control, a framework called
FairAccess was introduced by Ouaddah et al.9 as a
privacy-preserving access control system in the IoT,
where smart contracts are used to enforce access con-
trol policies and to distribute access tokens to the BC.
A requester can use a token issued by a resource owner
to access a licensed resource. In addition, each re-
source owner can also performaGrantAccess transac-
tion to revoke or update permissions granted to a re-
quester. However, the authors in 10 specified the lim-
itations of FairAccess in the high time cost related to
distributing authorization to requesters and the lack
of integration of the policies with a relationship net-
work. To overcome these limitations, researchers also
proposed a solution called ControlChain, which uses
four different BCs, named Context BC, Relationships
BC, Rules BC, and Accountability BC, to establish re-
lationships between objects and then assign attributes
to these relationships.

Concerning authentication and secure communi-
cation, Panda et al.11 proposed an authentication
framework for IoT systems. In this proposal, the gate-
way nodes joined in the BC network are an inter-
face between IoT devices and the Ethereum BC net-
work. Moreover, those nodes are also responsible for
controlling connections and translating messages be-
tween IoT devices and users. A user can send his/her
permission ticket emitted by a smart contract to the
gateway to access a certain IoT device. In another
work12, the authors built a decentralized and scal-
able security framework to provide a secure commu-
nication mechanism for users and applications in an
IoT environment. The tree-based hash method is re-
sponsible for verifying and authenticating messages
exchanged between devices, while the BC ledger is
used to store and distribute data securely. Similarly,
Muhidul Islam Khan et al.13 introduced a framework
for secured communication in a decentralized IoT
network. In this framework, a sending node has to
sign a contract created by a selected miner node to
transfer data to another node. They used a hybrid
consensus algorithm consisting of binary and average
consensus mechanisms for miner selection in the BC
network.
Concerning IoT data security, the BC-based frame-
work addressed in14 allows both data owners and cus-
tomers to verify data integrity for IoT data stored in
the semitrusted cloud. In this approach, each data
block is identified by a hash value of its content be-
fore uploading it to a cloud service provider. The en-
crypted hash value and the corresponding data block
ID are written in a smart contract. In15, the authors
described a BC-based framework for IoT data trade,
in which the processes of device management, data
exchange between producers and consumers, and ser-
vice quality assessment are performed by smart con-
tracts.
The decentralized frameworks discussed above have
some important contributions to the IoT domain.
However, most of these frameworks focus on pro-
viding security services for IoT without mentioning
the optimization issue in consensus. Particularly, the
authors in9,15 do not specify a particular consensus
protocol in their BC network. The frameworks11,14

use the proof-of-work (PoW) consensus protocol of
the Ethereum BC platform to guarantee the relia-
bility and accuracy of data stored in the BC ledger.
Therefore, the mining process requires considerable
electricity consumption and computational power for
miners16,17. In13, the hybrid consensus will operate
like Proof-of-Stake (PoS) when the top miners main-
tain stable operation, and a selected miner has to take
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an extra step for sending contracts to the sending
nodes for signing. In7, the authors compare consen-
sus algorithms and indicate that the PBFT, Tender-
mint, andDPOS protocols are suitable for consortium
BCs or private BCs. He Yi et al.18 also propose us-
ing Tendermint for a private BC. Deepak Puthal et
al.19 proposed a consensus algorithm named Proof-
of-Authentication (PoAh) for a lightweight BC for
IoT.

PRELIMINARIES
Blockchain
A BC can be viewed as a linked list of blocks of trans-
actions, and each block refers to its parent block via a
hash pointer. The first block of the chain is called the
genesis block, which has no parent block, so the value
of the hash pointer is initialized by the constructor of
the BC network. The structure of each block includes
two main components: the block header contains
management information of the block and chain, such
as Version, Previous block hash, Timestamp, Merkle
root, and Nonce, and the block body holds a list of
transactions6, as shown in Figure 1.
The number of transactions in each block depends on
the size of each transaction and block. However, a BC
network will not work efficiently when blocks contain
large data because the data synchronization time on
the ledgerwill be very slow due to the network latency,
which consumes considerable computational power
of miners20,21. For Bitcoin electronic currency, each
transaction has an average size of 250 bytes, and the
maximum block size is set at 1 megabyte. The average
block size of the last 100 blocks of Ethereum, mea-
sured by the authors in22, is 2.9 kilobytes. There are
two types of nodes on a BC network:
-User node (or Normal node): The nodes only conduct
transactions.
- Miner node: The nodes are responsible for verify-
ing transactions, creating new blocks, and holding the
ledger. Aminer node can also perform transactions as
normal nodes.
Each node of a BC network is initialized to a pub-
lic/private key pair where the private key is used to
create the signature on transactions while the public
key is used to verify the digital signature. In general,
there are three types of BC networks: public BC, pri-
vate BC, and consortium BC 23.

Consensus Protocols
BC is a decentralized system in which nodes commu-
nicate directly with each other through a peer-to-peer
network. Therefore, to synchronize data in the ledger

of miners, one of the consensus protocols must be im-
plemented in a BC system. Some consensus protocols
are as follows:
- Proof-of-Work (PoW) 24: The PoW consensus algo-
rithm requires miners to find a nonce value such that
the hash value of the nonce combined with the rest
of the new block must satisfy a given difficulty. The
process of adding a new block in the chain is called
mining.

H(Nonce||New block)≤ Target value

where H is a cryptographic hash function and the
symbol || denotes the concatenation of two strings
- Proof-of-Stake (PoS)25,26: A miner owning a certain
amount of the network’s value will have been the op-
portunity for mining. Depending on the particular
applications, the “stake” value will be indicated.
- Proof-of-Activity (PoA)27: PoA is a hybrid protocol
between PoS and PoW, where eachminer tries to gen-
erate an empty block header satisfying a given diffi-
culty requirement of PoS and then switching to PoS.
This block needs to be signed by a certain number of
stakeholders to be a valid block.
- Proof -of-Authentication (PoAh) 19: The basic idea of
the PoAh algorithm is that a normal node combines
transactions in a new block. Then, the node signs on
the new block before transmitting it to the network,
and a trusted node verifies the received block and
the signature of the sending node. After successful
authentication, the trusted node broadcasts the val-
idated block together with its PoAh identification to
the network. Other nodes verify the PoAh identifica-
tion to add the new block in their local chain.
- Delegated proof of stake (DPOS)28: Each node on
the network is responsible for voting its trusted miner
in each mining round, and a miner owning more BC
stakes will have a higher possibility of being voted
from other nodes for mining new blocks. If a miner
fails to verify all transactions in the specified time,
the mining task will be performed by the subsequent
miner.
- Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)29: The
PBFT consists of three phases: Preprepared, Prepared,
and Commit. In Preprepared, a selected miner com-
bines transactions in a block and then broadcasts that
block to other miners. In preparation, other miners
issue their votes if the received block is valid. In the
commit phase, each miner broadcasts their commit-
ment on that block to other miners if they have re-
ceived over 2/3 of votes for that block. Nodes will ac-
cept a new block if it receives more than 2/3 of com-
mitments.
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Figure 1: An example of blockchain.

- Tendermint 30: Tendermint is a variant of PBFT con-
sensus, which is composed of three phases: Prevote,
Precommit, and Commit. In general, these steps are
similar to PBFT; however, each protocol uses different
techniques for each phase, and validators are locked
their coins when participating in the Prevote process.
The general characteristic of these consensus proto-
cols is that a selected miner is responsible for veri-
fying transactions and putting the valid transactions
into a new block before proposing that block to the
network; other nodes verify validation for the pro-
posed block. Therefore, when increasing the num-
ber of miners in the network, the speed of confirming
transactions does not change. In some cases, all min-
ers used in a private BC network are trusted nodes.
Hence, it is necessary to design a new security frame-
work to maximize the performance of trusted miners.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Let M = {m1,m2, ...,mn} be the set of nminer nodes
in a BC network; each miner is responsible for verify-
ing transactions and creating new blocks. Normally,
these nodes have a high performance, such as servers
or workstations, and own a private key and a corre-
sponding public key in which the public key is con-
sidered a node identification or a wallet address on
the BC network, while the private key is used to sign
on transactions/blocks. All miner nodes must par-
ticipate in the process of verifying transactions, and
one of them is randomly selected for proposing a new
block for each mining round. The waiting list WL =

{tx1, tx2, ..., txm} is the set of unconfirmed transac-
tions received from IoT devices, which is considered a
public transaction pool for miners. Furthermore, the
verification list V L =

{
tx∗1, tx∗2, ..., tx∗k

}
is the set of

verified transactions, and the values ofm and k fluctu-
ate from time to time. Let l be the maximum number
of transactions in each block.
Each IoT device is a node on the BC network and has
a key pair similar to a miner node, which can perform
transactions. The architecture of the proposed frame-
work is shown in Figure 2. The rules are applied for
the VL andWL, including (1) Unverified transactions
are saved to WL; (2) Only miners can verify transac-
tions in the WL; (3) If a transaction is confirmed suc-
cessfully, it will be moved from theWL to the VL oth-
erwise dropped; (4) After adding a new block to the
chain successfully, the corresponding transactions in
the VL are removed by a system application.
We consider two assumptions about miners on a pri-
vate BC network as follows:

• Assumption 1: All miners are trusted nodes.
This means that these nodes cannot be compro-
mised by hackers and do not perform any cheat-
ing operation on the BC network.

• Assumption 2: Some of the miners, called un-
trusted nodes or dishonest nodes, do not guar-
antee reliability. This can be compromised by
attackers through the vulnerabilities of their op-
erating systems or installed applications. How-
ever, the number of dishonest nodes is less than
one-third of the total number of miners on the
network.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed framework.

The processes of creating and synchronizing data on
the ledger of the proposed framework consist of two
phases as follows:
- Phase 1: The verification phase
When an IoT device makes a transaction txi which is
broadcasted to the BC network and is stored in the tail
of theWL.The process of verifying transactions in the
WL depends on the two assumptions.
+ For Assumption 1: Since all miners are completely
trusted, txi only needs to be verified by one miner in
the network, for instance, m j . If txi is a valid trans-
action, it will be added to the tail of VL; otherwise, it
will be dropped.
+ For Assumption 2: The txi needs to be verified by at
least two-thirds of the miners to be added to the VL.
- Phase 2: Block-making phase
The basic idea is that a selected miner puts the head
transactions of the VL into a new block and then signs
and transmits that block to other miners for verifica-
tion. The block is added to the chain if it satisfies the
requirements of the particular assumptions. The de-
tailed steps of this phase are as follows:
Step 1: The goal of this step is to select a miner for
creating and broadcasting a new block to the network.
+ For Assumption 1: Since the miners are all honest,
the administrator can select a fixedminer nodemi and
can also change mi by another node as needed.
+ For Assumption 2: Aminer is randomly selected for
each mining round: mi←M, where 1≤ i≤ n.

Step 2: Themi takes l transactions in theVL into a new
block, where the value l depends on the size of each
transaction and the maximum allowed size of each
block. Then, mi generates a digital signature on the
new block.
Step 3: The mi broadcasts the new block and signa-
ture to the otherminers. In addition,mi also adds that
block to its local chain.
Step 4: After receiving a new block, other miners ver-
ify the validation of the block proposed by the mi.
+ For Assumption 1: Otherminers verify the signature
of mi; if the signature is valid, the block is added to
their chain.
+ For Assumption 2: Including the two following sub-
steps
(i) Other miners verify the signature of the mi. If the
verification is successful, the miners go to the next
substep; otherwise, the miners drop that block and go
to Step 1.
(ii) Other miners check whether the transactions in
the new block are the same as the transactions in the
VL. If it is true, the block is added to their chain; oth-
erwise, the miners drop that block and go to Step 1.

EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework
in the two assumptions in terms of the mining time
of a block containing l transactions and the number
of verified transactions in a certain time. The current
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decentralized security frameworks for IoT are mainly
focused on providing particular features such as ac-
cess control, authentication, secure communication,
and data security. However, the mechanisms of veri-
fying transactions, creating blocks, and synchronizing
data in the ledger depend entirely on consensus proto-
cols. Therefore, we compare the proposed framework
to other consensus protocols that can be used in the
frameworks mentioned in the related work section.
We assume that all miners have the same computa-
tional performance. Let t1 be the verification time
per transaction of a miner, t2 be the time of gen-
erating a digital signature/vote/certificate of a miner
for a block, and t3 be the time of verifying a signa-
ture/vote/certificate of a miner. The time of transfer-
ring a block/vote/certificate/transaction to a destina-
tion (such as the VL or a miner) is t4, and t5 be the
time of randomly selecting a miner at each mining
round.

The proposed framework in assumption 1

In phase 1, each transaction is verified by only one of
the nminers; therefore, the verification time of l trans-
actions is l

n t1, and the time for transferring l trans-
actions verified by the n miners to the VL is l

n t4. In
phase 2, the time of the first operation is ignored be-
cause a miner is fixed for creating blocks; hence, the
total time of this phase includes the time at steps 2, 3,
and 4, that is, t2 + t3 + t4. The total time of generating
a new block of our framework, denoted by T, is con-
sidered the average mining time of the system, which
is as follows:

T =
l
n

t1 + t2 + t3 +
(

l
n
+1

)
t4 (1)

Consider the time of generating a new block of other
frameworks using consensus protocols such as PoW,
PoS, PoA, PoAh, PBFT, and Tendermint. The com-
mon characteristic of these consensus protocols is
that a selected miner is responsible for proposing a
new block, and other nodes must verify this proposed
block. With assumption 1, all miners are trusted
nodes and have to publish their public key to the BC
network. A selected miner has to sign on a new block
before distributing that block to other miners. The
general algorithm of these consensus protocols, de-
noted by A1, is illustrated in Table 1.
To verify l transactions in Step 1(1), mi spends lt1time.
The times of creating a signature and broadcasting the
new block at Step 1(2) and Step 1(3) are t2 and t4, re-
spectively. The time for verifying a signature at Step 2

is t3. The total averagemining time of the A1, denoted
by T’, is calculated as follows:

T ′ = lt1 + t2 + t3 + t4 (2)

Let t1 = 1, t2 = 1, t3 = 1, t4 = 1, and l = 40. Fig-
ure 2 shows the average mining times of A1 and the
proposed framework. From this figure, it is shown
that the mining time of the proposed framework is
much lower than.A1. Specifically, the average min-
ing time of A1 T’= 43 when the number of miners n
= 10 remains unchanged when increasing the number
of miners from 10 to 50, whereas the average mining
time of the proposed framework T = 11 when n = 10,
and for n = 50, then T = 4.6. This means that themore
miners that join the network, the lower the average
mining time.

Figure 3: The comparison result between the two
algorithms.

Another experimental analysis is performed in terms
of adjusting the parameters n and l in formula (1) of
the proposed framework, as shown in Figure 4. As
shown in the figure, it is clear that with the same num-
ber ofminer nodes, the averagemining time increases
proportionally with the number of transactions in a
block. In addition, when the number of miners in-
creases, the average mining time is reduced. Particu-
larly, when the same value n = 10, with the number
of transactions in each block l = 10, then the average
mining time T = 5; for l = 20, then T = 7; for l = 30,
then T = 9; and with l = 40, then T = 11. When in-
creasing the number of miners n = 50, for l = 10 then
T = 3.4, for l = 20 then T = 3.8, for l = 30 then T = 4.2,
and with l = 40 T = 4.6.
Figure 5 shows that if both solutions are configured
with the same averagemining time and the number of
miners is 20 (n = 20), the total verified transactions of
the proposed framework are also significantly higher
than the A1. When the average mining time is 5, the
numbers of processed transactions of A1 and the pro-
posed framework are 5 and 20, respectively. However,
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Table 1: The algorithm

Algorithm A1

Input: l transactions in the pool, a selected miner mi, and other miners.
Output: a new block in the BC ledger.

Step 1 (1) mi verifies l transactions and puts them into a new block.
(2) mi generates a signature on this block.
(3) mi broadcasts that block to other miners as well as adds that block to its local chain.

Step 2 Other miners verify the signature on the received block, if the signature is valid, the block will be added
to the chain.

Figure 4: The average mining time of the proposed
framework.

when T is set to 25, the number of processed transac-
tions of A1 increases slightly to 22, while the proposed
framework handles up to 220 transactions.

Figure 5: Comparison of the number of verified
transactions of both solutions.

The number of verified transactions of the proposed
framework increases proportionally with the verifica-
tion time and the number ofminers on the network, as
shown in Figure 6. In the same mining time, the sys-
tem with more miners has more verified transactions
than other systems. Specifically, considering the aver-
age mining time T = 5, when the number of miners in
the network n = 5, the total number of verified trans-
actions from these miners l = 5; when n = 10, then l =

10, and n = 15 corresponds to l = 15. Consider T = 40;
for n = 5, then l≈ 93 transactions; for n = 10, then l =
185; and for n = 15, l≈ 278.

Figure 6: The number of verified transactions of the
proposed solution.

Our evaluation results show that using the proposed
security framework in this assumption is well suited
for private BC networks, which will be highly effec-
tive in the process of transactions verification and data
consensus on the BC ledger. However, all miners in
the private BC network must be completely trusted,
which means that they are hardly compromised by
any attackers and do not commit any fraud in the BC
network.

The proposed framework in assumption 2
Each transaction must be verified by at least two-
thirds of all miners, which means that a valid trans-
action will be issued a certificate by a trusted miner.
If a transaction has reached two-thirds of certificates,
it will be immediately moved to the VL by a monitor
application without further verification; otherwise, it
will be removed from theWL. In the case of a network
with many untrusted miners but less than one-third
of the total number of miners, each transaction has to
be verified by all miners. This work is similar to other
consensus protocols when considering that all miners
are the same as a miner, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The transaction verification process in
phase 1.

In this assumption, we compare the proposed frame-
work to the PBFT and Tendermint protocols. Tender-
mint is based on PBFT consensus, and both of these
consensuses operate based on the assumption that less
than one-third of the miners are untrusted nodes. We
describe the general three steps of these two protocols,
called A2, as shown in Table 2.
In general, both the A2 and the proposed framework
have the same security level when all transactions
have to be verified by at least two-thirds of miners.
In case the selected miner is honest, the verification
time for transactions is not much different in both so-
lutions. However, the proposed framework is better
than theA2 in the case the selectedminer is untrusted.
More precisely, when the selected miner is compro-
mised by hackers in a mining round, the hackers can
broadcast a new block containing some invalid trans-
actions. Of course, this new block will be removed
by other miners in both solutions. However, for, A2,
the valid transactions in the dropped block have to
be reverified in the next mining round. Meanwhile,
in the proposed framework, miners do not need to
reverify these transactions because those transactions
are still stored in VL until a block containing themhas
been successfully verified.
The proposed framework in this assumption can be
used for consortiumBCnetworks, in which untrusted
miners must be less than one-third of the total num-
ber of miners in the networks.

CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a framework based on BC for the
IoT. The proposed framework provides the reliability
of data in the BC ledger and optimizes computational
powers for miners in two assumptions about min-
ers on the private BC network. With the assumption
that miners are trusted nodes, the proposed frame-
work operates more efficiently than other consensus
protocols. In addition, in the case of existing un-
trusted miners with less than a third of the total num-
ber of miners, the proposed framework is better than

the PBFT and Tendermint algorithms. The proposed
framework is an effective and feasible solution for IoT
networks.
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